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Poster session: 
Room 03 & 04 (2F) 

Banquet: 
Restaurant on the 1st floor 

West gate 

East gate 

Main (south) gate 

Fukutoshin line, Nishiwaseda 

station Exit. 3 

Symposium: 
Conference Room (1F) 

Main Cafeteria (B1) 

Small Cafeteria and 
Bakery (1F) 

Hotel Sunroute 
Higashi-
shinjuku 



Venue of the symposium 
At Conference room, Bldg 55N, Nishiwaseda Campus, Waseda Univesity 
3-4-1 Okubo, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 169-8555, Japan. 
https://www.waseda.jp/fsci/en/ 
https://www.waseda.jp/fsci/en/access/ 
https://www.waseda.jp/fsci/assets/uploads/2016/02/map31.pdf 
 
Accommodation 
Hotel Sunroute Higashi Shinjuku 
http://hotelsunroutehigashishinjuku.jp/ 
tel: +81 3 5292 3610 
 

 
 
 

https://www.waseda.jp/fsci/en/
https://www.waseda.jp/fsci/en/access/
https://www.waseda.jp/fsci/assets/uploads/2016/02/map31.pdf
http://hotelsunroutehigashishinjuku.jp/


From Narita airport to the hotel 
 
By train 
(1) Take a “Keisei（京成）Skyliner” and get off at “Nippori（日暮里）” *. 
(2) Take the “(JR) Yamanote line（山手線）” in the direction of “Ikebukuro（池袋）” 

** and get off at “Ikebukuro（池袋）”. 
(3) Take the “(Tokyo metro) Fukutoshin line（副都心線）” in the direction of “Shibuya

（渋谷）” and get off at “Higashi-shinjuku（東新宿）”. Do not take an “express”, 
because it skips the station. Take a “local” 

(4) Go out from Exit B2. 
 
* There are a “Limited express” or “Access express” in Keisei line, but it is better to take a “Skyliner”, 

since others take time or may go to different directions. You need to buy a skyliner ticket to take a 

Skyliner, but easily at Narita airport station. 

http://www.keisei.co.jp/keisei/tetudou/skyliner/us/ae_outline/index.php 

** Yamonote line is a loop line and no terminal station. 

 
By Limousine bus 
(1) Take a Limousine bus from Narita Airport to Shinjuku area and get off at “Shinjuku 

Station/West”. 
(2) Take the “(Toei) Oedo Line（都営大江戸線）” at “Shinjuku-Nishiguchi (新宿西口)” 

* in the direction of “Iidabashi（飯田橋）”, and get off at “Higashi-shinjuku（東新

宿）” (next to “Shinjuku-Nishiguchi”). 
(3) Go out from Exit B2. 
 
* Note that in Shinjuku area, there are TWO stations (!) of Toei Oedo line, “Shinjku-Nishiguchi（新

宿西口）” and “Shinjuku （新宿）”, and furthermore, if you take the Oedo line at “Shinjuku” station, 

you have no other choice but transferring it at “Tochomae（都庁前）” to get to the destination (though, 

it is possible). Thus, it is better to find out “Shinjuku-Nishiguchi” station after getting off the 

Limousine bus. It may be a good idea to take taxi to the hotel after getting off the Limousine bus at 

“Shinjuku Station/West”. (It will take, maybe, around ¥1000).  

 
https://www.limousinebus.co.jp/en/ 
https://www.kotsu.metro.tokyo.jp/eng/map/ 
  

http://www.keisei.co.jp/keisei/tetudou/skyliner/us/ae_outline/index.php
https://www.limousinebus.co.jp/en/
https://www.kotsu.metro.tokyo.jp/eng/map/


From Haneda airport to the hotel 
 
By train 
(1) Take the “Tokyo monorail” and get off at the final destination “Hamamatsucho（浜

松町）”. 
(2) Take the “(JR) Yamanote line（山手線）” in the direction of “Shibuya（渋谷）” and 

get off at “Shibuya（渋谷）”. 
(3) Take the “(Tokyo metro) Fukushoshin line （副都心線）” * in the direction of 

“Ikebukuro（池袋）” and get off at “Higashi-shinjuku（東新宿）”. Do not take an 
“express”, because it skips the station. Take a “local” 

(3) Go out from Exit B2. 
 
* Shibuya station of the “Fukutoshin line” is on the B5 floor while that of the “Yamanote line” is on 

the 2nd floor. 

 
By Limousine bus 
(1) Take a Limousine bus from Haneda Airport to Shinjuku are and get off at “Shinjuku 

Station/West”. 
(2) Take the “(Toei) Oedo Line（都営大江戸線）” at “Shinjuku-Nishiguchi (新宿西口)” 

* in the direction of “Iidabashi（飯田橋）”, and get off at “Higashi-shinjuku（東新

宿）” (next to “Shinjuku-Nishiguchi”). 
(3) Go out from Exit B2. 
 
* Note that in Shinjuku area, there are TWO stations (!) of Toei Oedo line, “Shinjku-Nishiguchi（新

宿西口）” and “Shinjuku （新宿）”, and furthermore, if you take the Oedo line at “Shinjuku” station, 

you have no other choice but transferring it at “Tochomae（都庁前）” to get to the destination (though, 

it is possible). Thus, it is better to find out “Shinjuku-Nishiguchi” station after getting off the 

Limousine bus. It may be a good idea to take taxi to the hotel after getting off the Limousine bus at 

“Shinjuku Station/West”. (It will take, maybe, around ¥1000).  

 
https://www.limousinebus.co.jp/en/ 
https://www.kotsu.metro.tokyo.jp/eng/map/ 
 
  

https://www.limousinebus.co.jp/en/
https://www.kotsu.metro.tokyo.jp/eng/map/


From the hotel to Nishiwaseda campus 
 
On foot 
Walk along the Meiji-street north (turn right at the entrance of the hotel) for about 11 
minutes (900 m) 
 
By subway 
Take the “(Tokyo metro) Fukushoshin line（副都心線）” at “Higashi-shinjuku（東新

宿）” in the direction of “Ikebukuro（池袋）” and get off at “Nishiwaseda（西早稲田）” 
(next to “Higashi-shinjuku”). Go out from Exit 3. (At the last moment, you should take 
the direction of “Waseda University” instead of “Exit. 3”.) 
 
 
From Nishiwaseda campus to the hotel 
 
On foot 
Walk along the Meiji-street south (turn right at the East gate of the campus) for about 11 
minutes (900 m) 
 
By subway 
Take the “(Tokyo metro) Fukushoshin line（副都心線）” at “Nishiwaseda（西早稲田）” 
in the direction of Shibuya（渋谷）” and get off at “Higashi-shinjuku（東新宿）” (next 
to “Nishiwaseda”). Go out from Exit B2. 
 
  



From Nishiwaseda campus (or the hotel) to the Narita airport 
 
By train 
(1) Take the “(Tokyo metro) Fukutoshin line（副都心線）” in the direction of “Ikebukuro

（池袋）” and get off at “Ikebukuro（池袋）”.  
(2) Take the “(JR) Yamanote line（山手線）” in the direction of “Ueno（上野）” and 

get off at “Nippori（日暮里）”. 
(3) Take a “Keisei（京成）Skyliner” and get off at “Narita airport No.2-3” or “Narita 

airport No.1” depending on your flight. 
 
 
From Nishiwaseda campus (or the hotel) to the Haneda airport 
 
By train 
(1) Take the “(Tokyo metro) Fukushoshin line （副都心線）” in the direction of “Shibuya

（渋谷）” and get off at “Shibuya（渋谷）”.  
(2) Take the “(JR) Yamanote line（山手線）” * in the direction of “Shinagawa（品川）” 

and get off at “Hamamatsucho（浜松町）”. 
(3) Take the “Tokyo monorail” and get off at “Haneda Airport International Terminal”. 
 
* Shibuya station of the “Fukutoshin line” is on the B5 floor while that of the “Yamanote line” is on 

the 2nd floor. 

 
 
Sightseeing 
 
If this is the first time for you to come to Tokyo, it may be a good idea to attend one of 
the “Hatobus tour”. For more details, visit https://www.hatobus.com/int/en/ 
  



 

On Sunday (the 3rd day) 
 

 
On Sunday (the 3rd day), all the gates of the campus (including the subway exit to the 
campus) are closed. Please go to the main (south) gate and show your name tag to the 
gatekeeper there. (Your name has already been registered.) Regarding the position of the 
gate, the exit of the subway on Sunday, and the conference room, please see the map 
below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

Main (south) gate 
Entrance on Sunday 

Symposium: 
Conference Room (1F) 

Revolving door (exit 
only on Sunday) 

Exit and Entrance for 
subway on Sunday 

Hotel Sunroute 
Higashi-
shinjuku 




